
















 

 

Carb Rebuild 

The SU (means Skinners Union named after Thomas Carlyle Skinner and his partner or “union” 
George Herbert, but that’s another story) has always been a mystery to me until I bought a 1966 
Volvo with shop manual which explained the working of the carbs as follows: 

The Carburetor automatically varies the air venture area and fuel jet size according to engine 
demand. Figure 1 shows a simplified carburetor diagram. Note the movable piston which 
changes the effective area of the venture. AS the piston moves up and down, the tapered jet 
needle mounted in the base of the piston varies the cross-sectional area of the jet. The movement 
of the piston thereby changes the venture area of the carburetor, and the fuel size to deliver the 
proper air/fuel mixture under all load and speed conditions. 

The difference between atmospheric pressure and carburetor venture vacuum moves the piston. 
Atmospheric pressure from the air cleaner bears on the bottom of the piston through a small air 
intake port in the carburetor body. A small hole in the bottom of the piston opens into the suction 
chamber above the piston causing the low venture pressure to be felt there. If the vacuum in the 
suction chamber increase (absolute pressure decreases), the pressure difference is higher and the 
piston moves up. If the suction chamber vacuum decreases, the piston moves down. 

Figure 1 shows the condition of the carburetor at idle speed. The carburetor throttle flap is closed 
and the volume of air passing the piston is small. Air passing the piston causes a small 
depression to be felt in the suction chamber. The piston rests on the carburetor bridge and admits 
very little air. IN addition, the metering needle width constricts the area of the jet and little fuel 
enters the venture. 

As the throttle flap opens, airflow through the gap between the piston and the bridge increases 
(see Figures 1 &2). The depression (vacuum) behind the piston increases, causing the vacuum 
above the piston to increase. The piston rises, seeking equilibrium and increasing the jet area to 
admit more fuel. The piston reaches equilibrium when the venture area at the bridge increase 
enough to reduce the depression above the piston. This reduction is just enough to balance the 
weight of the piston and the force of the piston spring. 

The piston therefore rises and falls as the throttle opens and closes, varying the amount of air and 
fuel admitted. The taper of the metering needle determines the variation in mixture ratio and 
throughout the range from idle to full throttle. 

Looks and sounds simple enough. So why does it give so many people so much trouble? 

Carb rebuilding kits are about $35.00 and contain all the parts you need to rebuild 2 cars (see 
Figure 3). (ed. Price may be obsolete.) 



 
Well, I decided 
to try rebuilding 
my carbs and I 
took pictures in 
the process, so 
this month we 
will cover 
“rebuilding the 
carb” with a 
step-by-step 
photo layout 
and the next 
monthly we will 
explain “how to 
set up the 
carbs”. 

There are few 
designs of the 
SU’s on 
Healeys, so 
consult your 
shop manual for 
the exact details 
of your carb. 
The carbs 
pictured are 
HD8 for 3000. 



 
The hardest part of the operation of car rebuilding is getting the air cleaners and car off the car. 
This is the time you convince the wife and kids (those with little skinny fingers) to help Dad with 
the car. Once they see how easy it is to get the 2 nuts off the top of the car, they will be 
embarrassed to quit when they can’t even see the bottom 2 nuts. 

I will not go into how and what to remove to get the carbs off and out of the car, the manual does 
a good job of that. I would suggest these tips, however, 

1. TAKE PICTURES of the carbs IN THE CAR before you take them out. You will be surprised 
how this will help you when you replace them (shoot the last 3 pictures of your next roll of film). 

2. Put a SHOP RAG under the cars over the Abyss of the frame. I have lost more air cleaners 
nuts, washers and wrenches down that hole. 

3. Take ONLY ONE CARB APART at a time. You can use the other as a guide. 

4. Take NOTES and scribe marks on match up items. 

5. The carbs are made of aluminum and some linkage is brass and they buff up real nice. I 
bought a buffing wheel for my electric drill an used polishing compound to buff them. 

6. Check the adjustments of carbs before you take it apart and write them down. Count the 
number of turns on the slow-run valve (screw it down) or throttle adjusting screw, and the 
number of turns to raise the jet flush with the bridge (see Figure 8). We will use this information 
to reset the carbs. 



7. For added “show appeal” paint air cleaners with “HAMM-R” Finish paint #322 Silver 
(manufactured by Illinois Bronze Paint Co., Lake Zurich, IL 60047). This spray can give that 
original finished look and to top it off, add “cooper air cleaner” decals, to top off air cleaner so 
you can read them from the drivers side. 

To dismantle: 

1. Remove the piston/suction chamber (Figure 4 #1) spring and piston. 
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2. Remove nut on top of fuel float, gasket and float. 

3. Mark (for line-up later) bottom of float chamber with diaphragm casing and bottom of carb 
and remove 4 screws that hold it all together. (The diaphragm and spring can now be removed.) 

4. Remove all screws, linkages and clean carb with carb cleaner, buff if desired. 

1. Install new diaphragm spring and diaphragm in float chamber (Figure 5). Match up diaphragm 
casing (Figure 6). 
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2. Slide diaphragm into jet bearing in bottom of car, replace screws and check operation of jet, 
when jet linkage is moved does jet move down? Does it snap back up? If not, loosen crews and 
turn casing slightly. Jet should ride up and down in jet bearing without binding. 

3. Turn jet adjusting nut (early cars) or jet adjusting screw (#2 Figure 8) until jet is flush with 
bridge (Figure 8). Now turn the NUT down 2 complete turns (12 flats) or the screw 2 turns. 
Check these numbers with where the jets were originally set. 
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4. Replace float needle casing and needle the forked lever and float (Figure 9, 10 and 11). 
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5. Put new gasket on the top of the float chamber and new gaskets (red) on gas inlet (use spark 
plug socket). 

6. Replace slow-run valve (Figure 14) screw to bottom then back out 2 ½ turns or throttle 
adjusting screw (early carbs ) 1 ½ times. 

7. Oil and insert fast idle push rod, if removed (Figure 15). 

8. Install piston, piston and suction chamber, check that piston falls off the way down freely. 

9. Install carbs back in car. Not air cleaners yet. 
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Carb Set Ups 

It’s Harder Than You Think 

By: Steve Jekogian 

See the "Carb Rebuild" post for the initial instructions. 

In the March 1986 newsletter, we covered rebuilding SU carburetors step-by-step. I got some 

feedback on the article and I am sure I will get more. 

Two steps suggested by Bob Avery of British Motors in Parsippany, NJ, had to do with “jet 

centering” and throttle plate (butterfly) centering. 

Four the first, “jet centering” prior to installing the new jet (Steps 2 and 3, Figure 7, March 1986 

newsletter) install piston, spring and suction chamber (Step 8). With needle coming through jet 

bearing, push jet up in bearing with needle going through it. Move up and down and turn or 

rotate it until you do not feel any resistance or drag. 

If you feel drag, you have to center the jet. To do this, loosen jet nut (Figure 7, the nut the jet 

goes through). Trial and error work on moving this jet bearing will make the piston fall correctly 

and you will feel no drag when you move the jet up and down. Mark location of jet, remove and 

do Steps 2 and 3 in the March issue. Check that piston falls down freely after assembled. 

Now on to the car set up. 

1. Craig Holden, of the Philadelphia Region, sent an article to me on Car Rebuilding and Set up 

and it was a great help in writing this article. He had a really good hint. 

Prior to starting the car, let the fuel pump work a few minutes t fill the fuel float bowls, while 

you check for leaks around fuel lines, float chamber, etc. 

2. Settings should be 

- Throttle Screw 

- Early Carbs – back out until screw clears plate below it then 1 ½ to 2 turns. 

- Late Carbs (HD8) – Slow run valve (Figure 14) screw to bottom then back out 2 

½ turns. These carbs also have a throttle screw which is for “fast idle”, back this out to clear 

plate below it. With choke out full, this should be adjusted to give you about 1,300-1,500 RPM. 

3. Put oil of correct weight into piston dome suction chamber. 

4. If air cleaners are off the car, you will have to put a bolt in the hole where the air cleaner bolt 

goes through to hold choke linkage. 

5. Start car. If it is difficult, try enriching mixture. Turn jet down or adjusting screw clockwise. 



6. Once the care is warm and the choke is off, readjust settings if disturbed in Step 5. 

7. Slacken both the clamping bolts on the throttle spindle shaft. 

8. Adjust throttle adjusting screw or slow run screw to correct idle speed (or as close as you can 

get it). Turn these screws an equal amount on each car. Unison is helpful here to show equal air 

sucking. If you do not have one, just listen to the sound of the air being sucked in. 

9. Check for correct mixture of jets. I usually put a flat blade screw driving ¼” in the carb throat 

and twist it to lift the piston. (If the air cleaners are on you have to use the lift pin, good luck!) 

Lift the front carb piston to adjust the rear. By that I mean when you lift the front piston it lets a 

lot of air (over lean) mixture into the motor and ONLY the rear carb will keep the car running. 

Do What Motor Does Cause 

Left front piston 1. Motor stalls. Rear carb too lean. 

2. Motor idle does not 

change Rear carb too rich 

This is the same for the other carb. Go back and forth from one carb to the other and adjust. 

What you want is a slow idle that is just lobbing along, barely running but running. Try to get 

this barely running RPM speed (when you left a piston) at the same RPM for the front and rear 

carbs. 

Note: you might have to adjust throttle screws or slow run screw to keep idle up or down. 

When you think you have it right, let it idle. Is it firing on all cylinders, running smoothly? If not, 

keep adjusting. If it is smooth richen it slightly by turning the mixture adjustment screws down 

another ¼ to ½ turn or jet nut 1 or 2 flats. If it still is running okay, you are in good shape. If not, 

lean it out lightly. 

10. Tighten interconnection on throttle shaft leaving a .006 clearance between the link pin and 

lower edge of the fork. 

11. Oil and replace the air cleaner and away you go. Note: you might have to adjust throttle 

screws or slow run screw to keep idle up or down. 

When you think you have it right, let it idle. Is it firing on all cylinders, running smoothly? If not, 

keep adjusting. If it is smooth richen it slightly by turning the mixture adjustment screws down 

another ¼ to ½ turn or jet nut 1 or 2 flats. If it still is running okay, you are in good shape. If not, 

lean it out lightly. 

 


